
MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATIONS

APPAYANA: UPPAYANA

Mr. Narasimhachar has given in his Mysore Archaeo-
logical Report for 1914—15, p. 46 ff., an account of
a long inscription at Nagai, in the Nizam's territory, the
first part of which refers itself to the reign of the
Western Chalukya king Somesvara I and bears a date
falling in A.D. 1062. Mr. Narasimhachar finds here
a term uppayana, which is given in Kittel's Kannada—
English Dictionary, from a Kosa, as meaning ' the
cessation of a journey' [a halt], with a suggestion that
it may come from an original utpayana.

There is certainly one epigraphic case in which the
word uppayana is found; namely, an inscription of
A.D. 1077 at Wadageri, in the same territory, where the
expression is Nadaviy-uppayana-vldinol} I have taken
this as giving a place named Nadaviyuppayanavidu.2

But I do not hesitate to find here the word in Kittel's
Dictionary to which Mr. Narasimhachar has drawn
attention, and to render the expression now as meaning
" at the halting-camp at Nadavi."

The term uppayana seems to be found again in an
inscription of A.D. 1106 at Kuliyageri, also in the same
territory, where the transcription in the Elliot MS.
Collection gives :— Chamdradeviya tadiya Hamdura
daihdada parama-divsad=uppayana- vldinol; 3 "when the
army was for some days at the halting-camp at Handur
on the bank of the Chandradevi."

1 I quote this record from ink-impressions.
2 Dyn. Kan. Distrs., p. 416.
3 I quote from the London copy, vol. 1, p. 289 b : here parama-divsad

is plainly a misreading of palavuih-divasad or °devasad ; and most probably
dathdada of dandina.
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Mr. Narasimhachar would find the same term uppayana,
with the same meaning, ' the cessation of a journey'
[i.e. a halt], in the Nagai record of A.D. 1062. As regards
the meaning, he is certainly right. But I am able to
say, from ink-impressions for which I am indebted to
Mr. G. Yazdani of the Hyderabad Archaeological Survey,
that the actual form here is appayana, with a, not u, in
the first syllable : J the text runs :— Benneya dandina
palavum-devasad=appayana-vidinol: " when the army was
for some days at the halting-camp at Benne."

In the form appayana this term is found again in an
inscription of A.D. 1060 at Sudi, in the Dharwar District,
Bombay, where we have :—-Sindavadi-nada baliya gramam
Puliy=appayana-vldinol: "at the halting-camp at Puli,
a village in the Sindavadi district." 2

We thus have a word meaning ' a halt', in two slightly
different forms:—

1. appayana : from the records of A.D. 1060 and 1062.
This may be traced safely to a Sanskrit *apraydna,
' a not going forth or forward ', which is found somewhere
in the Pafichatantra in the form apraydnaka with the
meaning of ' an interruption or breaking of a journey :
a halt (on a journey).' 3

2. uppayana: from the records of A.D. 1077 and 1106.
There is no separate Sanskrit word to account for this:
it must be a corruption of appayana by a change of
initial a to u, which is found also in ungutta, unguta,
from angushtha, ' the thumb, great toe'.

J. F. FLEET.
1 The word is so clear in the impressions that it is difficult to think

how Mr. Narasimhachar or his transcriber can have found here the form
with u, instead of a, in the first syllable.

2 I quote this record from an ink-impression. I have given a note on
it in the Ind. Ant., 1901, p. 257, where I took the name as Pujiyap-
payanavidu : this, of course, is to be corrected now ; but without
interfering with my identification of the place with the " Hoolybeade "
of the Indian Atlas sheet 58, in the Bellary District, Madras.

3 See the St. Petersburg Lexicon in smaller parts, and Monier-Williams'
Dictionary.
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